
Fast, reliable and secure with user-friendly features that increase   

operator efficiency and help reduce transaction time 

Designed to meet the dynamic needs of today’s lotteries 

PGMC_ILTS Integrated Lottery System 

Secure.  Reliable.  Fast. 



Custom designed to meet your requirements 
 Can be quickly and economically changed to the  needs of 

customers and retailers 

 State-of-the-art technology to meet performance 

requirements 

 Color tailored to meet your organization’s requirements 

 Compact, modular design provides the ultimate in flexibility and 

performance 

 Able to read invalid/void bets/panels on the bet slip 

 Able to process a ticket transaction with less than six 

      (6) seconds 

 Capable of providing the latest lottery software version to the 

Online Lottery Terminal remotely through push or pull process 

 Able to view draw results and jackpot updates 

 Designed to accept and generate number combinations play but 

not limited to 5, 7 and others including numbers, symbols and 

letters.  

 LCD customer display unit 

 Designed to produce replacement tickets for winning tickets with 

future draws 

 Designed to generate random combinations such as Lucky Pick 

 Designed with secured terminal operating system 
 

High-speed document scanning and printing 
 High speed digital contact image scanners 

 High speed printers for high-volume applications 

 High resolution thermal printers for flexibility for new games and special promotions 

 Ticket stacker, capable of handling up to 50 tickets 

 Combining high throughput and reliability to maximize revenue 

 Printers offer higher speeds, resolution and graphics than standard printers 

 Designed to scan/read optical marks marked on bet play slip and automatically computing 

the amounts on the player bets 

 Capable of printing ticket details such as Ticket Serial Number, Hardware ID, 

      Agency ID, Transaction Details (Bet Combinations, Sell Date/Time and Draw 

      Date/Time), Bar Code (1D, 2D, QRC), and other items that may be specified by 

      the client  

 Ticket branding of paid or cancelled tickets with a message in language of choice 

 Capable of validating winning tickets and cancelling tickets using Serial  

      Number (SN), Barcode (BC) or Quick Response Code (QRC), and  

      recording the same in the system as “validated”, “paid” or “cancelled”. 

 

 

ISO 9001:2015 Certified.   
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Certified.   

WLA-SCS:2016 Certified. 



 

Self-prompting screens 

 Custom-tailored Graphical User Interface (GUI) offers user-friendly features that 

reduce the number of steps in selling and guides the operator through all essential 

functions 

 Touch screen interface operational control 

 

 

Flexible modular design 
 Designed to meet the dynamic needs of today’s lotteries 

 Packaged to offer maximum flexibility for operator convenience 

 Can be modified to meet the unique physical requirements of each installation 

 Terminals are interchangeable/interoperable from one retailer outlet to another 

 

Optional features 
 200 mm diameter paper roll helps to minimize need to replace paper during peak 

hours 

 Peripheral equipment: keyboard, handheld barcode scanner, external video display, 

smart and chip card reader, OMR, OCR and QR reader 

 Tracking the actual location of the terminal with the use of Geographic Information 

System (GIS) technology. 

 

ISO 9001:2015 Certified.   
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Certified.   

WLA-SCS:2016 Certified. 

 

Philippine Gaming Management Corporation 
Tel. No. (632) 8811.0668 
Email: inquiry@pgmc.ph 
Web: www.pgmc.ph 
 
International Lottery & Totalizator Systems, Inc. 

Tel: +1 (760) 598-1655 
Email: mktg@ilts.com 
Web: ilts.com 


